JHF Knows

Tools and
Tool Repair

Why choose John Henry Foster for your Tool needs? Since 1944, we have been solving
problems better than anyone else in the industry; offering an easier way of doing business,
more expertise and a personalized experience for every customer. As an employee-owned
company, everyone at JHF is dedicated to helping you with your next project.
Trust John Henry Foster for everything from tools,
accessories and parts to advanced assembly
equipment and ergonomic lifting. JHF is one of the
only distributors that offers the engineered solutions for assembly and production environments,
including both pneumatic & hydraulic drill stations.

Focused Product Line,
Fine-tuned Performance.

Because of their leadership in the marketplace, we
focus on Ingersoll Rand for precision assembly tools.
The QX tool line and QX high torque are at the top
of the class. We expand our breadth of product
capabilities with Sioux air tools and round out
our tool product line with Dynabrade for surface
preparation applications.

Product Lines Focus Area
Ingersoll Rand

Precision Assembly, Pneumatic,
Electric, Cordless Assembly
and Industrial Tool, Air Hoists

Sioux

Industrial tool focused on
Drilling and screwdrivers

Dynabrade

Surface preparation
and dust collection

Makita

Cordless Assembly
and MRO tooling

3M

Abrasives and surface
preparation tools

Ergonomic Partners

Custom lifting devices

Tri-State Equipment

Bridge Cranes

Ergonomic Lifting Equipment

Ergonomic Handling Devices & Lift Assists
(vacuum, clamp, probe, trap and hook designs
to handle up to 1000 lbs.)
Torque Tubes for effortless travel
Air, Electric and Mechanical Balancers
Support Structures (arm systems, beam
clamps, jib cranes, rail systems, tractors,
trolleys)
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Advanced Assembly
Tools And Equipment

Electric Screwdrivers
& Nutrunners
(DC and
AC drivers,
Micro sizes, Low Torque, Brushless Hi-Torque)
DC Electric Systems (Nutrunners, Fixtured
Spindles, Fixtured Fastening Systems, DC Controllers, Software and Calibration Equipment)

Assembly Tools

Air Screwdrivers
Air Angle Nutrunners and Ratchets
Impact Wrenches

Pulse Air Tools

Drills (handheld and Fixtured)
Air Tappers, Air Riveters, Electrode Dressers
Accessories (Balancers, Torque Reaction Arms
& Holders, Workstations, Sockets & Bits)

Additional Products

Air Motors
Cordless Tools
Accessories and Parts

JHF Knows Tools and Tool Repair

Authorized Warranty
Tool Repair

We can

At John Henry Foster, we fix it
all. We invest in state-of-the-art
machinery and technology to support your business.
JHF is an authorized repair center for all the brands
that we carry. In addition, we are a warranty
repair center for Sioux and Ingersoll Rand brands.
Ship it to us free and we’ll take care of it. In 5
days or less, John Henry Foster can repair the
most popular Ingersoll Rand tools that are out in
the field today. Certain Ingersoll Rand tools as
well as other brands can be turned around in 10
days or less.* Not only can JHF repair the tool
lines we carry, we can also repair other brands
and models. We also offer comparable loaner
tools for jobs that take longer than 5 days.**
Get any of these types of tools fixed right, the
first time with John Henry Foster.
Air Tools
Cordless Tools
Cutting &
Hammering Tools
Riveting Tools
Grinders
Hoists & Winches

Unique Approach,
Unparalleled Results

With our unique combination of value-added
services, assemblies and complete, custom
controls engineered solutions, the capabilities
John Henry Foster has to offer is worlds apart
from other distributors.
Make John Henry Foster Company your source for
a full range of the best quality tools and equipment
on the market today.
Contact us for solutions that will enhance your
energy efficiency, productivity and operations.

Drills
Screwdrivers
Ratchets
Impact Wrenches
And Much
More!

Custom-Engineered
Systems & Solutions
From value-added
assemblies to complete,
custom-engineered and
integrated systems,
JHF can help. Our
experienced engineers
will work with you and
your sales advisor from
start to finish — to
achieve optimum form,
fit and function for
your application. We
will recommend, design,
fabricate and install
systems that maximize
productivity, efficiency
and profitability.

Authorized Distributor of

*Subject to parts availability **Subject to availability at the time
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In-Stock Components
With over $8 million of
on-the-shelf stock and
a convenient, on-site
retail store, we have
the reliable products
and assemblies your
next project demands.
John Henry Foster has
you covered with crucial
components available
immediately.
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